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Abstract 
Connectivity maps and peripherally continuous maps are characterized by properties of the 
topologies they induce on their domains, and from this perspective, standard results on the connec- 
tion between these functions are simplified and generalized. Another consequence is that the class 
of spaces known to have the fixed point property is enlarged. The preliminary work in Section 1 
gives a new condition sufficient for the quasi-components of a set to be connected. 
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0. Introduction 
>v{uc,h, =f the ;nterorf ;n rnnnm4,r;t.r mane hoe r~nt~r~rl ,~rrrn,nrl tha r~r..ltc that c.nmca 
L&IL- ‘,IIUIk,.3C 111 ti”lllltitill “‘LJ ,,,upo .,LI.Tl ti~~,CtiIUU cLI”UIIU 11&L 1bJ”‘I.J LllLLL J”,,,L 
common spaces, for instance the closed n-cell, have the property that a connectivity map 
from the space into itself always has a fixed point. A simple though apparently heretofore 
unnoticed consequence is that this gives rise to a large class of new spaces with the fixed 
point property. If a space X has the fixed point property with respect to connectivity 
maps, and r is any topology on X finer than the usual which preserves connectedness 
of subsets of X, then the space (X, T), dubbed a connectivity space of X, has the fixed 
point property. In particular, the graph space of any connectivity map with domain X will 
have the fixed point property. A connectivity space is typically neither locally connected 
nor compact, so we obtain a stronger picture that it is the family of connected subsets 
nf there ~n~r,=r that ir wmnnrihlp fnr the fiv~rl nr\;nt nmn~,-+,, I-h;r ngn~r lq,,c tha h-c;,- <,I LIBUU.. “Y”“U” LllU. 1Y I’“~“““‘“‘” I”& L,ll L&A”_ ~““‘C t,‘“t,VLLJ. InI.0 L-‘UP’u’ ,UJJ LllU LJULIIC 
groundwork for studying connectivity spaces as well as the spaces that arise in a similar 
manner from peripherally continuous maps. The connections between these maps are 
then studied with more ease and generality than by Hagan in [I] and Stallings in [3]. 
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In a locally connected space, components of open sets are open. Consequently, the 
components of an open set are identical with the quasi-components, Section 1 should be 
of some interest in its own right in that a type of subset of a topological space, called 
an outer-closed set, is defined, which in certain spaces, also has the property that in its 
complement, components are identical with quasi-components. Furthermore, in any space, 
closed sets are always outer-closed, and the two types of sets share many properties. In 
‘kctinn 2 it i; shown t_hat the closed sets in conner:tivitv maces and nerinheral snacr.s L__..-__ , _=.. __.. . . . - T___T.__.-_ -r.‘-_I 
are always outer-closed in the original topology. 
1. Outer-closed sets 
Let X be a topological space. 
Definition 1. A subset K of X is outer-closed’ if for each closed, connected set C in 
X, the component of K U C containing C, denoted CK, is a closed subset of X. 
As an easy example, consider a sequence of distinct, parallel, closed line segments 
that tend to a subset of the y-axis in the Cartesian plane. Let K denote the union of 
these segments without the limitin g set. Then K will be outer-closed if and only if the 
limiting set contains only a single point. 
An outer-closed set can bc far from closed. For instance, any set of rational numbers 
is an outer-closed subset of the reals. Even worse, the set of rationals in the open interval 
(0,l) is outer-closed in the reals, and so is the set of irrationals in (O,l), but their union is 
not. However, outer-closed sets do have much in common with closed sets, as is partially 
revealed by the following basic properties. 
Lemma 1. (1) Every closed set is outer-closed. 
(2) Any intersection of outer-closed subsets of X is outer-closed. 
(3) In u TI space (i.e., sinl,rkton sets ure closed), components of outer-closed sets ure 
closed. 
(4) In u Tl space, a set with jinitely many components is outer-closed if and only lJ it 
is closed. 
Proof. Part (1) is trivial, so we begin with (2). Let {KU} b e a collection of outer-closed 
subsets of X, K their intersection, C a closed, connected subset of X, and z a limit 
point of CK. We will show that z must belon g to CK. Clearly, for each cy, CK C CK_. 
So the latter, being closed, must contain 2:. Therefore, 
So by its definition, CK must contain IC. 
2 Cotnpnre with semi-closed [4, p. 13 I] 
For the proof of (3), let I< be outer-closed, C a component of K and n: an element 
of C. Then {x} is a closed connected set and so {z} K is closed. But of course, {z}K 
equals C. 
Part (4) follows immediately from (I) and (3). 
From here on, let S be a connected, locally connected Hausdorff space which is 
completely normal and unicoherent. It follows that S has the Brouwer nronertv. namelv. r. r _. ., / -., , 
that for every closed, connected set C in S, each component of S - C has connected 
houndary 1.5, p. 471. Also recall that if two points in S are separated by a set L, then 
some closed, connected subset of L also separates these points [5, Property V’, p. SO]. 
Lemma 2. If G and H are connected open sets in a connected space, each with cm- 
meted bounday, such that the two sets intersect, neither contains the othel; arid their 
union is not the whole space, then their boundaries must also intersect. 
Proof. Since G is connected and meets both H and its complement, G and bd H intersect, 
and likewise for H and bd G. If bd H were contained in G and bd G contained in H. then 
GU H would be a proper open-closed subspace, contradicting the space being connected. 
Thus we may assume that the connected set bd H meets both G and its complement. 
Thus bd H intersects bd G. 
If I< 2 S and p E S - K, let TV denote the set of all points in 5’ which lie in K or 
in some open connected set G such that p $ G and bd G is a connected subset of K. 
Theorem 1. If K C: S is outer-closed and p E S - K, then S - rp is connected. 
Proof. Suppose not. Then there is some element u in S - K^, which is separated from 
p by q,. Therefore, there is a closed, connected set C in Fp’separating a and p. Since 
K is outer-closed, CK is closed. Let G, be the component of u in S - CK. Since S 
is locally connected, G, is open and bdG, C CK. Since S has the Brouwer property, 
bd G, is connected. 
We will show that bdG, must be a subset of K. Suppose there is an element z in 
bdG, which is not in K. Then .7: E CK - K, so x t C. Therefore, n: E TV - K. 
Hence, there is an open connected set G,zntaining z such that p $ G, and bdG, is 
a connected subset of K. That is, G, & Kp, and this implies that a is not in G,. Of 
course, G, and G, must intersect. We have, 
-r( /I IL t Lr, - cr,, :cEG,-G,, 
and neither G, nor G, contains p, so by Lemma 2, bd G, intersects bd G,. Therefore, 
bdG, intersects CK. Hence bdG,, being a connected subset of K, must be contained 
in CK. But then bdG, is disjoint from G,, contradicting that G, is a connected set that 
meets both G, and its complement. Thus bd G, is indeed contained in K. 
Since bdG, C_ K, a E Fp; a contradiction which concludes the proof. 
Corollary 1. !f K is an outer-closed subset of S, then the quasi-components qf S - K 
are connected. Consequently, the quusi-conlpclnrnts are identical with the components. 
Proof. Let p and_q_ be points which lie in distinct components of S - K. Then by 
Theorem I, S - h;, is a connected subset of S - K containing p, and so it doesn’t 
contain (I. Therefore, 4 E @, - K. Hence there is an open set G containing q such that 
p 6 G and bd G is a connected subset of K. Therefore, bd G, and so also K, separates 
p and q in S. 
2. Connectivity spaces 
Let f : X + Y be a function of topological spaces, and let r : X --t X x Y be the 
graph function of ,f. That is, for each u: E X, r(:l:) = (5, ,f(z)). Note that sets of the 
form U n f-‘(V), where U and V range over open sets in X and Y respectively, form 
a base for a topology 71 on X. Clearly, rf is finer than the usual topology, and as a 
function from (X, of) to Y, ,f is continuous. One may recognize 7f as the weak topology 
on X inA,lr~d h\/ the tu,n fnlnr-tinnc irl X i X and f X -_? y Fttrthm-mnrt= frrwn Ih .I,1 2. ..#UUIUU “J L..., >,..I LUnI”L1.1.LY . . ..d. / A. LLllU J .d. . I c..L..V . ..I ,,I1 .I\ 1.1. L”, 
Theorem 8.12, p. 561 we have: 
Lemma 3. r en7beds (X:7f) into X x Y. 
Of the next four definitions, the first two are standard [3]; the subsequent two are new, 
yet inspired by the first ones. 
Definition 2. The function f is a connectivity mup if for each connected subset C of X, 
r(C) is connected. 
In the following definitions, X is a space with two topologies, the usual topology 
which we do not name, and another topology 7, finer than the usual. When C C X is 
considered a subspace of (X, r), it will be denoted (C, T). 
Definition 4. (X, 7) is a connectivity space of X if every connected subset of X remains 
connected in (X, 7). 
hT-t:,.- +I.,+ :F /Y -\ :.. ” ,,,... ,,,,;.,:t., “..,>^_ ,c V l k,, ..;..,, * ;.. &z-e.. ,k,,* tk, .,m..nl IYI,LIUz LllLll 1, \*, , , 15 ‘, L”,lrlr;cu”rLy apax “I L’L, l,,r;ll >‘,,LLJ I L3 LLIILI Lllall LllG U3UUI 
topology, connected sets in (X, 7) arc also connected in X. So in fact, the collection of 
connected subsets of X coincides with that of (X, 7). 
Example 1. (1) The subspace of the plane consisting of points of the form (5: sin( l/z)), 
where 0 < ,r < 1, together with the point (0, 0), is homeomorphic to a connectivity space 
of the unit interval. 
(2) The space obtained by revolving the set in (1) about the y-axis is homeomorphic 
to a connectivity space of the closed 2-cell. 
(3) In the unit interval E, sets of the form U - V, where U is open in the usual 
topology and V is any set of irrationals, form a topology for a connectivity space of E 
which is nowhere locally connected. 
Each of the connectivity spaces of Example 1, according to the following definition, 
is also a peripheral space. 
Definition 5. (X, r) is a peripheral space of X if for each G E r and II: E G, the 
neighborhoods of z in X whose boundaries lie in G form a neighborhood base at x in 
X. 
Theorem 2. lj’ f is a connectivity map, then (X, rf) is a connectivity space qf X. 
Conversely9 if (X, r) IS any connectivity space of X, p is any topology on Y jiner than 
usual, and f is a connectivity map as a map from (X, r) to (Y, p), then ,f is a connectivity 
map from X to Y. 
Proof. Assume j is a connectivity map. Then for C connected in X, r(C) is connected 
in X x Y. By Lemma 3, r(C) is the homeomorphic image of (C,T~). Hence (C,rf) 
must also be connected. Therefore, (X, of) is a connectivity space of X. 
Now, assuming the hypotheses of the converse, if C 2 X is connected, then C is also 
connected in (X, 7-), and so r(C) is connected in (X, 7) x (Y, p). Hence, P(C) is also 
connected in the coarser space X x Y. Therefore, f : X t Y is a connectivity map. 
Corollary 2. Assume that eve? connectivity mup from X to itself has a fixed point. Then 
every connectiviq space of X has this same property. In particular; r(X) will huve the 
jixed point property provided that S is a connectiviQ map. 
Theorem 3. If f is peripherally continuous, then (X, rf) is a peripherul space of X. 
Conversel>\ if (X, ) r IS any peripheral space of X, p is any topology on Y finer than 
usual, and f is continuous from (X, r) to (Y, p), then f is peripherally continuous from 
x to Y. 
Proof. Assume that f is peripherally continuous, G E 7-f, and x E G. Let H be an open 
set in X containing x. To conclude that (X, of) is a peripheral space of X, we will show 
that there is a neighborhood N of x in X such that IV C H, and bdN 2 G. 
<inc%p G E TV, there are sets [J and_ Vi open in X and Y reqncctivelv cllrh tfg L...__ .__r__‘_. _~,, --_.. 
x E U n f-‘(V) C G. So z is an element of the open set H n U, and f(z) is in V. 
Therefore, since f is peripherally continuous, there is a neighborhood N of IL’ in X such 
that N c H n U and f(bd N) & V. Hence, bd N C U I- f-’ (V) C G, and so N has all 
of the required properties. 
Now assume that (X, 7) is a peripheral space of X, p is a topology on Y finer than 
usual, and f is continuous as a function from (X, 7) to (Y, p). Let U and V be open in X 
and Y, respectively, such that n: E U and f(x) E V. Then 3: E U n f-‘(V), a set which 
is open in (X, 7) by the continuity of f. Therefore, since (X, 7-) is a peripheral space of 
X, there is a neighborhood N of z in X such that N C U and bd N C U f? f-‘(V). 
Hence, N C U and f(bd N) C V. 
Since f is always continuous as a function from (X,T~) to Y, these two theorems 
immediately yield: 
Corollary 3. The function .f’ : X + Y is a connectivity map (respectively peripheral11 
continuous) ifand only $(X, rf) is a connectivity space (respectively a peripheral space) 
OfX. 
In [2], Hamilton gave a proof that every connectivity map of a closed n-cell into itself 
has a fixed point. In [3] Stallings pointed out a gap in Hamilton’s proof, but then went 
on to generalize the result by showing that a polyhedron P has the fixed point property 
if and only if every connectivity map of P into itself has a fixed point. The next theorem 
follows immediately from Stallings’ theorem and Theorem 2. 
Theorem 4. If P is a polyhedron with the fixed point property, (P, r) is u connectivity 
spuce of P, and p is any topology on P jiner than the usual, then every connectivity 
map from (P, 7) to (P, p) h as a jixed point. So in particular; every connectivity space qf 
P bus the jixed point property. 
Theorem 5. rf (X, ) r 1s either a connectivity space or a peripheral space of the Tj 
space X, then every closed set in (X, r) is outer-closed in X. 
Proof. We begin with remarks that apply regardless of which of the two properties hold 
for (X, 7). Let K be a closed set in (X, 7) and C a closed, connected subset of X. Then 
C u K is closed in (X, T), so CK bein g relatively closed in C U K is also T-closed. 
We must show that CK is closed in X. Suppose to the contrary that there is an element 
p E CK - CK. Then C,c U {p} is a connected set in X which is the union of disjoint 
T-closed sets. Since this last statement is an impossibility if (X, T) is a connectivity space 
of X, we now proceed with the assumption that (X, 7) is a peripheral space of X. Since 
CK is -r-closed, let G be an element of T containing p, disjoint from CK. Since (X, T) 
is a peripheral space of the Tl space X, it follows that there is a neighborhood N of p 
in X, not containing all of CK, such that bd N i G. Now p E GK, so the connected 
set CK meets both A’ and its complement. Hence, CK meets the boundary of N, and so 
also G, a contradiction. 
If the original topology on X has a base of open sets each with finitely many compo- 
nents in its complement, then Theorem 5 together with part (4) of Lemma I prescribes 
how to retrieve the original topology from 7. The elements of 7 whose complements 
have finitely many -r-components are also open in the original topology and thus form a 
base. 
Returning to our space S, we now proceed to investigate the connections between 
connectivity spaces and peripheral spaces. 
Theorem 6. If S has a base of open sets, each with only jnitely many components in 
its complement, then every regular connectivity space (S, r) of S is also a peripheral 
spuce of S. 
Proof. Assume (57,~) is a regular connectivity space of S. Let G E r, z E G, and U 
a neighborhood of z in S. We must show that there is a neighborhood N of z in S 
such that N C U and bd N C G. Let Ut be an open set in S containing 2: such that 
Ut C U and S - Ut has finitely many components DI , . . , D,, . Now UI n G is open 
in the regular space (S, r), so there is a set Gt, open in (S, r-), containing 2, such that 
the -r-closure, &(Gt), is contained in Ut n G. Let K be the r-boundary of Gt. Then 
K C G. By Theorem 5, K is outer-closed in S. Also, since (S, 7) is a connectivity space 
of S, :I; and D; lie in different components of S - K for each i = 1 to n. Therefore, 
by Corollary 1, there is a closed connected set Ci in K separating z from Di. Let C 
be the union of the C,, and let N be the component of 2 in S - C. Since S is locally 
connected, N is open and 
bd N c C c Ii’ c: G. 
Furthermore, N is a connected set containing 2, disjoint from each CL, so N is disjoint 
from each Di. That is, 
N C Ut C u, 
and this concludes the proof. 
The following corollary is a generalization of [3, Theorem 41. 
Corollary 4. If S has a buse of open sets, each with only finitely many components in 
its complement, then every connectivity map ,from S to a regular space is peripherall) 
continuous. 
Proof. Let f : S + Y be such a map. By Corollary 3, (S. 7f) is a connectivity space of 
S. Since Lemma 3 states that (S, rf) is homeomorphic to a subspace of the regular space 
S x Y, (S, of) is also regular. Hence, (S, rf) is a peripheral space of S by Theorem 6, 
and the result now follows from Corollary 3. 
If G is an open set in S with finitely many components in its boundary, then one 
may easily show that S - G has finitely many components, so the hypotheses of the two 
previous results could be altered accordingly. In order to assure that a peripheral space 
is a connectivity space, we will have to strengthen the requirements on S even further. 
Definition 6. A space X is locully peripherally connected, abbreviated lpc, if it has a 
base of open sets each with connected boundary. 
Lemma 4. rf’ S is lpc and r is a topology on S finer than the usual, then (S, T) is a 
peripheral space of S if and only if for each G E r and z E G, the neighborhoods of n: 
in S that are connected open sets whose boundaries are connected subsets of G form a 
neighborhood base at n: in S. 
Proof. Assume (S, 7) is a peripheral space of S, and 5 and G are as above. If H is an 
arbitrary neighborhood of :t‘ in S, then z has some open neighborhood V contained in 
H with connected boundary K. Since (S, 7) is a peripheral space of the regular space 
S, :I: has a neighborhood U whose closure lies in V and such that bdU C G. Since the 
boundary of U separates z from the connected set K, there is a closed, connected set C 
in bd U which does the same. Letting N be the component of z in S - C, N is an open 
set contained in H and of the rcquircd type. 
The converse is trivial. 
Theorem 7. If S is lpc, therl ever): completely normal peripheral space (S, r) of S is a 
connectivity space of S. 
Proof. Suppose that (S, T) is not a connectivity space of S. Then there is a connected 
set C in S which can be separated 
C=AuB 
in (S, 7). Since (S, 7) is completely normal, there arc disjoint elements of 7, U and V, 
such that A 2 U and B c V. Let (I E A, b E B and let p be any element of C other 
than u or 1). By Lemma 4, each :I: in C has a connected, open neighborhood G, with 
connected boundary, such that the boundary of G, lies in either U or V depending on 
whether z is in A or B. Furthermore, we may assume that no neighborhood contains 
more than one of a, b, p, and that G, and Gt, are the only neighborhoods containing a 
and b, respectively. Consequently, no two of the G’s union to equal the whole space. By 
[6, Theorem 26.15, p. 1951, there is a sequence 
G, = G,, , . , GxrL = Gb 
such that the intersections of these sets with C form a simple chain from a to 0. It 
follows that G:,, C GzJ only if i = 4. Noting that bd G,, i U and bd G,,, C V, let m 
be the smallest subscript such that bd G,,,, C V. Then bdG,_, C U and bd G,,rL C V, 
so these boundaries are disjoint. However, these two G’s are now seen to fulfill the 
hypotheses of Lemma 2, so their boundaries must intersect, a contradiction. 
Example 2. The hypothesis in Theorem 7 that S be Ipc is necessary. Take the smallest 
topology finer than usual on the unit interval E which makes both the set of rationals and 
the set of irrationals open. The resulting space (E, T) is a completely normal peripheral 
space of E which is not connected. 
Corollary 5. If the topology on S has a base of open sets, each with connected cornple- 
went, then every completely normal peripheral space (S, r) qf S is a connectivity space 
of s. 
Proof. If U is open in S with connected complement F, z E U, and N is the component 
of :I: in U, then N is an open subset of U, and since S has the Brouwer property, bd N 
is connected. Therefore, S is Ipc, and the result follows from Theorem 7. 
The following corollary is essentially the same as [I, Theorem 11, though we make 
no requirement that S be metric. 
Corollary 6. If S is lpc, Y is a space such that S x Y is completely normal, and 
f : S + Y is peripherally continuous, then f is a connectivity map. 
Proof. By Corollary 3, (S,.rf) is a peripheral space of S. Since Lemma 3 states that 
(S! 7f) is homeomorphic to a subspace of the completely normal space S x Y, (S, 7f) 
is also completely normal. Therefore, by Theorem 7, (S, of) is a connectivity space of 
S, and the result now follows from Corollary 3. 
The following example, provided by the referee, shows that being a connectivity map 
is a far stronger condition than merely mapping connected sets to connected sets. 
Example 3. Define f : IR + IR as follows. Using the smallest possible ordinal, well-order 
the collection of horizontal closed intervals in I/X2. Also well-order R. Let L be the union 
of all lines with slope I or -1 that contain a point of Q x (0). Let M = Iw* - L. For 
each horizontal closed interval I, recursively choose an element x1 E ~1 (I n Al). If I 
is the first interval, let z1 be the first number in ~1 (I f’ M). In general, let x1 be the 
first element in ~1 (In M) that was not chosen in one of the predecessors of I. This will 
always be possible since the set of predecessors has smaller cardinal than Iw. We define 
f(xI) = x2(1), and for each real z that remains, we define f(x) = c, where c is the 
first real such that (CC, c) E M. Then f maps connected sets to connected sets. In fact, 
f([c~! 61) = Iw for all a < b. However, the graph of f, being a subset of M, is totally 
disconnected. Furthermore, both f and the graph function r are peripherally continuous. 
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